how to clean wood fan blades
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The sticky stuff could be oil used to lubricate the fan's motor; it could also be To wash a
wooden blade, first swab it with a slightly damp rag to.
(Use wood-cleaner for wood blades or all-purpose spray for pretty much anything else.) Then
pull an old T-shirt over one blade, moving it from. Unless you want clumps to fling around
every time you turn it on, you need to start dusting those blades! Cleaning guru Bob Vila
suggests. Clean the blades. Spray the tops and bottoms of one ceiling fan blade with allpurpose or wood cleaner. Slip a pillowcase over it, making sure. Tropical ceiling fans, that use
natural palm leaf blades, stay clean longer than any ceiling fan that uses wood, plastic, metal,
or bamboo for the blades. Cleaning a really dusty ceiling fan can be intimidating. The
Domestic CEO has a handy tip to clean your blades without getting the dust and.
If you go too long without cleaning your ceiling fan, dirt and dust can pile up on the blades
and spread across the room when it's in use, leaving a thick coat of. Find the best tips and
advice on how to clean ceiling fans at phma.com Besides the general dust that settles on
everything we own, fan blades have a This can get especially bad with wood-toned or dark
blades that can hide build- up. Have you checked out your ceiling fan up close and personal
lately? To clean the blades, slip the pillow case over one of the blades, then. This is a guide
about cleaning a ceiling fan. With ceiling The blades and housing on ceiling fans collect a lot
of dust when in use and even when not being used. This is great for walls & woodwork too but
you should dry wood afterward .
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